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SPECIAL ISSUE ON TRANSFORMING FROM ACTIVE TO PASSIVE LIVING
Prologue
It is high time to think of the potential reserves getting wasted for the inability to balance
personal and professional life especially under stringent work environment that enforces the physical
presence in the work spot much prioritized than the output and the women suffer a lot and they quit
job to rear their children, where the entire efforts put forth towards career development goes a
waste. It is impractical to engage staff or the elder people for the children lag the real time training by
their parents and this takes the children aback again to the day old genera. On the other hand when
they quit job, they can train their children but the expertise and excellence gained professionally goes
a waste. The passive living system give them the choice to work from home where they can
accommodate both professional and personal prospects and in this the learning instilled in the
children for mutation and genetics is given a space that make them learn from home as well to claim
for a qualification, job and a salary for their contribution. Making life then is all about what one could
make out of his own real time experiences. There are no loss, comparison, competition and set
standards that one can always experiences appreciation, recognition, awards and rewards and grow
with self actualization and charisma that leads to global peace. There is space, ample of opportunities
and scope for all to perform. Women and child development is native and makes them absolutely
comfortable to give out the best, needless to say the passive environment is common for all.
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Transformation from active to passive living
Introduction
Sustainability principles, being against evolution, are not successful and it is a daunting task to
move to progressive principles, to move in line with nature for which the traditions, customs and habits
are to get elevated to purpose. Of course, the sustainability principles too had been framed for the
purpose , but for the gap between the sustainability and progressive principles are wide and the living
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pattern of people did not evolve but to sustain their stance to the core of individuals, there had been
aggressive decisions, authoritative plans, hasty execution and fabrication of records for evaluation that ,
without having felt the actual impact, the sustainability lasted for a long time which instead of
narrowing the gap down, widened to a great extent , universally. For this gap widened , the purpose of
any activity is not felt at all, the vision, mission and objectives appeared on paper alone and there had
been no assessment on the accomplishment of the same and hence no enhancement to the core. The
purpose many activities had been deviated is for the rapid set of the globalization that it has been
widely felt that we ought to move to reformation where again it cannot be sustainability but progression
of every single component of the environment, ecosystem to move from where they are to a better
pattern, not towards the standards as sustainability, for they are restrictive, they make the action
impossible for the non realistic parameters in the existing situation. It is sure we may excel the set
standards, by moving from the existing position with our efforts and might, that by visualizing the
changes practically we feel the possibility to excel the set standards. The serenity of the nature can
never be measured as we do in sustainability procedures, but can be felt always holistically. The pattern
of natural existence is in the form of concentric cycles of resources evolving out that they cannot be
sustained. For example in the carbon cycle, the carbon di oxide is felt to accumulate heat that spoils the
environment as global warming. The same for the higher concentration are now the reservoir of heat
that can be drawn for generation of electricity that there can no longer be warming but a regulated
environment constantly serving as a source of electricity generation free to the core.
Active living
The natural resources were in plenty and the people as community and society moved to reap
the best out of the natural resources for their livelihood, which progressed to lead the group and gain
more reserves to feed the masses regularly and that gave rise to empire, kingdom and monarchy. The
man who leads the kingdom was brave with transcendence that he comes forward to solve the conflicts
voluntarily, make his people live happily, gets advices from the ministry and academicians on the public
grievances, move to add regime by conquering the nearby areas where too he is committed to embrace
the citizens for a good livelihood. Then can the constitutional monarchy which has a public
representative as head to execute governance and he rose up to that level for his competency and
expertise that he could assure the dignity of every individual and committed to establish amity in his
regime thus the world could remain in peace. For having taken the responsibility to establish world
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peace he must constantly put forth efforts to solve the conflicts progressively, involving all the
concerned and make the world war free by enveloping all countries under the arms of the United
Nations. The constitution monarchy is thus vested on the Governor of the state and the President of the
country that he holds the right to regulate the governance hassle free by constitutional measures. The
constitution throughout the world are for the Universal human rights declaration which has a basic
norm to set every individual live free without disturbing the freedom of others , thus embracing the
whole world under United Nations is not a difficult task. It was in the earlier civilization, people migrated
from place to place finding the fiscal reserves for comfortable living and that descended to people
migrating to foreign countries for wealth in the constitutional monarchy. The attitude is diminished to
the level of local mobility to offices to earn and to establish industries and commercial organizations to
provide the comfortable earning for all the involved. This makes the active living a must for every
individual to earn his sophistication for which there came in a lot of mobile facilities as vehicles for
masses to individuals, to carry them to other countries and within the country for visits. The government
was to conduct meetings of the concerned officials all across the world where the travelling became
essential and that contributed the majority of the fiscal component of the nation and that was
unavoidable in those circumstances. Later for the perks and facilities provided, for the change of place
that gave them new exposures and knowledge, people wished to move around busily in their career
execution and that gave out a lot of disadvantages to the core of the confidentiality that offers to go
corruptive for which there are a lot of dilutions in the global governance. The corruption involved cannot
be evidenced and that is out of the government procedure too, for the dilution in the government
procedures happens for the rules misunderstood for authority as the governing people cannot be
questioned by court. It is not true, the universal declaration of human rights and the constitution of
India has adequate provision for an individual to intervene in government procedures for details and
that is where the hold is, the same is not to the earning one makes for the freedom is given to him for
his competency. There are adequate norms in the government procedure as fundamental rules for
government services which give way for an individual to claim for his promotion and salary unique for
his competency that skill up gradation becomes a must.
In this scenario, the active living which made personal meetings and visits officially to different
places and which gave way for corruption can have a regulation if the same is made online. There is a
huge demand from the global civic for the governance and administration to remain transparent for
which the same need to be online as simple discussion forums that gives way for direct posting without
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moderation and the identity of the individual make him responsible and inclusive in the discussion. This
not only makes the recruitment transparent but also makes the person concerned to conviction that he
is to up gradation. Similarly, a scheme of the government can be to public suggestion, with which the
mistakes can be eliminated to a large extent and if at all the same happens, that includes the people
progressively. The blames and negative emotions for authority are to get fixed as responsibility for
human rights to move to global position. The government procedures practically are to satisfy the higher
officials that would get them promotional prospects and which should be focused in meeting the
stipulations and attending to government procedures to accommodate majority. Similarly the authority
of the office people for the union deserves due reformation for they can put forth the claims of
individuals and majority cannot have their representation through the association. The constitution
clearly states the association is for personal believes and to create awareness and cannot have priority
for it represents the masses in public activities.
The social administration and governance deserve due consideration with respect to masses for
the same affects the common individual from availing his fundamental rights. The schemes and social
set up prioritizing the mass justify their execution only when there was sustainability principles to
conserve reserves and the lack of technology gave limited exposure to use the natural resources. The
people lived in groups and did not have the confidence to come out as skilled individuals for the limited
exposure and likely risks that there were a few individual leaders to lead them with refined principles
and that gave rise to a lot of believers and trusts in the name of association and social activities. They
emerged as nongovernmental organization to serve as intermediate transition between the government
and people, to make the people exposed to government principles for lack of understanding on the
constitution. The universal declaration of human rights and the constitution make them identified for
individual wishes and believes and they cannot be recognized to take up social activities, they are to
upgrade individuals by some believes and principles, all converge to humanity and establishing peace
finally, be it religion or a trust formed for preset goals. This makes the protests and public
demonstrations against the government as violation of rules and they ought to give individual specific
representations only. Moreover, the system of constitutional monarchy and federal governance with
public representatives are to make the public needs and grievances Redressal through government with
the skills of secretariat to which all these public representatives have no way to intervene except to get
information. This is actually the republic formed for the difficulties the democratic system have as voting
to every action the government takes. There was no alternate except to make these public
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representatives elected through public election system and for their aggressive action and party based
approach, all the schemes for masses went in vain. There is no justification for professional excellence
since the entire governance went out of way for the privilege the public representatives have to regulate
the secretariat on behalf of the public. This right vested on them for the purpose of regulating
secretariat to transparency and accountability and making them to focus on job with transfers is viewed
as authority that the fundamental rules for government services is not to lime light till this time. As per
the constitutional stipulations, one has the right to claim for a qualification, a job and a salary which
removes the need of an education system a must. Education for all is not certainly the compulsory
school education system, but the one which makes the people exposed of real time scenario, confident
of his competency and contribute to the society with the best. In this way the active living for the
masses, making the children learn in groups at school, colleges, making the people work in an
organization as teams and unions, making individual specific competency hidden and they are all made
to give out an average performance expected to create records where the actual growth or
development is regressing. The performance of mass is given as cumulative where the same is for a few,
and the rest enjoy the benefits for remaining in masses. On the other hand the individuals who could
move up are to slow down to remain one amidst the group in the name of cooperation, where the
recognition of the expertise, skill of one will make all to move up. Active living groups the people of
similar activities where it is not possible to regulate them, the youth and children in groups become
uncontrollable and they become notorious for the lack of supervision. This is more pronounced in the
recent times when the youth live in groups outside the premises of the educational institutions and
there had been a lot of evidences to crimes. The social scenario in the locality gets fragmented to focus
on the institution based activities, the value of land escalates, the commercial activities booms up and
the growth of that particular segment becomes less manageable. Similarly, the purpose of the offices to
group the officials under one roof gives way to a lot of physical activity where most of the energy gets
exhausted in travel that the effective work time gets reduced. It makes an unhealthy situation to stick to
attendance and stringent office hours stipulations. The official activities again depend on the efficacy of
the individual, the promotional prospects do not need the same that the average performance is aimed
by all and that regresses for the unions and their representations. The perks to government personnel
are more and they are to their privilege, they cannot convert them to money that they go corruptive.
The wishes of all are to move to a high spectrum of living to which the government has no way in
average performance. They cannot move up as individuals too for the likely threat of non cooperation
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from colleagues and not recognized by the higher officials. The active platform of physical presence and
carrying out the job as hard copy is to social recognition and cooperation. The same is prone to more
mistakes and hidden revenges that it is very difficult to find a contributing environment in the social
setup. The rapid activities in the active living set up a fast move in the routine that the people lost the
habit of looking at the neighbors, lend hands to needy and so on. There is no place to self actualization
and development with conviction that the same results in blames and rumors. The work force is more
than adequate everywhere and one can always have a substitution anyway that the skills and
contribution given till the time of conflict goes in vain and for which the egalitarian attitude is totally
diminishing. Culture is not to preserve the traditions and habits, but to bring up their purpose suiting the
real time situations that like agriculture and horticulture, the human culture is individual specific and the
same is to move up ever with evolving outcome of experiences. The women who came out to work from
orthodox background, to orthodox places face a lot of rumors and harassments in spite of their proven
skills. It is a fact that the back end operation of any project is being taken aback by the front end
administrators with gender specific attitude. This is there from students sector to high level
administration. The attitude of brotherhood is rare among the social culture, and the same needs
nourishment instead of gender specific priorities. There cannot be uniformity, for the individual specific
attitude that there can be equality of opportunity and the volume of work assessed qualitatively in lieu
of experience in terms of years for promotion. The designation need to be need based and unique that
any one finding vacuum in a stream can make his expertise fill that void. Active living as school
education, higher education, professional practice consume major component of effective earning, that
one spends less for himself that leaves a sort of unsatisfactory feel towards the end when they feel they
don’t fit into the social spectrum of that time. It happens mostly for those who grow with the exposure
personally and find the truths of their findings do not get a place for implementation. Many people
having taken the job corporeal and fixed to do the routine to satisfy the authority continue to be in
service even after their retirement and find a place of authoritative lobby in the governance that the
dilution of needed activities is evidenced everywhere in spite of reformation procedures. They make
themselves busy till their end and they cannot make out conclusions out of their entire tenure as
feedback for their routine would not have found place in the government procedure at all. They cannot
help in progressive policy making and reformation, training and so on, and the total tenure of service
becomes a waste. The government is completely equipped with online devices that they can make desk
top jobs very well and that brings in the use of virtual space where there can be authentication and
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accessibility, transparency and accountability to every personnel that the people enjoy an effortless,
peaceful living all through. This gives way to passive living where the purpose deserves priority rather
than routine and practical procedures. The people when move to passive living will have no habits set,
but practices to fulfill the purpose with conscience of reasoning. They won’t lie, find faults and put
blames, they give facts, get convinced and move to produce progressive situation making the conflicts
healthy. This will happen when there is assurance of individual dignity and there is scope to learn
through mistakes that they form a part of life. The mistakes then will not be hidden but given out to
make them corrected progressively. Remaining flawless is ideal and that can happen only to idle man.
There cannot be flaw free situation at all. Good and bad or part of life, good need to be recognized and
promoted and bad need to be corrected and upgraded for none deserves rejection. The rejection makes
one move aggressive and terrific. The terrorism and non cooperative moves of a part of the public is
because of this rejection. Government has to accommodate every single individual by remaining
accessible and assure him an environment comfortable for him for his skills getting used. The attitude to
reject and stay away is for non inclusive thoughts and authority and lack of competency in executing the
limits.
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Passive living
Passive living focuses on individual that it gives complete assurance of constitutional freedom.
The dignity of an individual is dynamic and evolves with exposure that he must be exposed to
experiences by giving him a platform to perform. For his understanding and exposure, the dignity he
demands varies and cannot be the same for all. The assurance of one’s dignity is thus what he feels
comfortable with his fellows and that should happen with conviction. This clearly says the conflicts are
common for the differences of thoughts and perception that the same need not be compromised for
powers and facilities, authority and likely benefits one may derive, but in making the opponent what
actually is the core of conflict and that happens one when the conflict is real. The conflicts are more
common these days for it is the rapid era of finding likeminded groups driven for personal benefits even
in social and official forum , that one who do not fit into them is found as odd and driven out by conflicts
with more of rumors, blames, opinions though the government procedure deserves due inclusion of all.
This is the reason for issues pending and piling up to cases in the court and is certainly not for the issue
unsolvable. This is totally against natural evolution and hence is regressive. The pool then lacks versatile
output and the one who dominates dictates the entire work force for which there cannot be excellence.
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This scenario necessitates an analysis and furthering, to bring forth the individual specific governance
which is difficult in active living, thus passive living environment must be a paradigm in social setup in
futuristic scenario.
Passive living is purpose oriented and is set to the biological clock of an individual where he can
adjust and organize his own schedule to give out his best always. The passive living is to self
actualization, what best can be done for his own skills and which does not need others on symbiosis or
dependency, but can get mindful contribution out of interest, vice versa. Passive living is to the core, the
purpose of living and not survival. It is progressive to one, where there is no need to sustain for
standards. Squeeze to reach standards, and one moves up and up with due recognition and appreciation
that standards are not hard to reach but targets to excel always by everyone. The internet and virtual
space has taken out the limits of access, the knowledge and skills are free that there is no need for
school or college education, the expertise can be through self learning and can be for the suggestions
and mentoring of the experts across the world. This can happen if they are not tied to an institution but
tagged to real world situations and the regulations by exposure make him learn through incidences.
There is no need for preparedness with resources; he can always be brilliant to receive any
situation as facts by practicing the knowledge ever. All illusions as time, space, knowledge, resource and
power will evade with real time purpose oriented action set to senses and science of creativity and it is
all about making the right one in the right place with due conviction. Constitution is to be practiced and
human right is to be established. They can no longer be said simply as hard to reach rules on papers.
They are actually easy to implement for individuals and the resources are not static and are actually
illusionary for one can make himself win all for his inbuilt traits. He remains resourceful if skilled by all
means. Passive living for being tagged to self learning as major component makes one responsible and
he will not simply remain inactive and rush finally but practice regularly that he gets upgraded with
skills. The reason for most of the people not finding jobs is not actually unemployment problems, but
the lack of self confidence to find what they can do. The curriculum too is exhaustive that makes the
superficial approach and leaves the person simply with a qualification that makes the unemployment
crisis in spite of severe push through placements. They find them out to benches after few years for not
meeting the requirements which are hard for the people pushed to that level right from the beginning.
A student with self driven efficacy will always find a work of his interest and that need to be supported
and nourished for skillful personnel set to the purpose of a profession. The art of living is education and
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hence is individual specific. This can happen with passive environment that can offer one to one sharing,
the assessment true to the conviction without any set constraints of creating records for survival that
the individual grows to the core with competency. The world then becomes the university and the core
competency through internet access that anyone can claim any degree from the government for the
projected skills. This is open to all that anyone can get a qualification anytime projecting the official
experience too that they need not wait for their turn of promotion for experience in terms of years
doing the routine. The scope becomes unlimited them. This passive living gives way for all and self
improvement that there is no place for comparison and competition that he grows upgrading his
competency and focusing towards the inner space reduces unnecessary conflicts and make them all
move up with transcendence. The passive living makes the life less expensive, resource conservation is
holistic and there is no unwarranted squeezing expenditure for education, getting a job and so on that
one gets a fair amount for his personal living. He can spend for his entertainment to refresh him, use the
same to upgrade himself, spend it for personal accomplishments and to the family that he finds a self
satisfaction. The recognition and appreciation from the facilitators make him grow and contribute to
others without any reservation. For this mindful expenditure, there cannot be extraction type of
corruption. The government all through the world is absolutely resourceful, that it can accept the
genuine claims of salary by individuals which bind them to their job ethically. There is no need for fear, if
faith in the system is instilled. Fear is draining and the uncertainty imposed to create a non competitive
environment made the luck component pronounced, that the self confidence in taking efforts is
vanishing. There can be discussions and meetings online that brings out the best of all towards public
welfare that they can get due awards and rewards for the same. The transparency produces no way for
personal benefits out of way that there can never occur a tough scenario of threat by any way. There
can be absolute transparency and way for public to offer suggestions that the purpose of democracy
gets into practice. None can have their wish for self executed, but a desire for skills find a way. The
justification for the constitution makes the individual specific activity pronounce that there can be
versatile unique contributions which makes the job interesting and to the best of one. The procedure of
government to execute the official procedures in writing is still to be practiced for the rapid scenario
forced many times immediate action for which they preferred oral instructions and that accumulated
mistakes, and crimes, that cannot be claimed for the orders are not in writing and an individual cannot
be the victim for a mistake as head, he is the head for constitutional monarchy. The mistake if happens
deserves the right to be shared by all for not indicating the same, the consequences that the
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accessibility and accepting suggestions must be the base for all heads. One cannot be punished for
getting bribe for he must be corrected for the responsibility he holds with the government for he is
committed to act according to constitutional measures. The constitution assures individual dignity and
that is connected to the hierarchy of intellectual quotient, the brilliance or the excellence one
accomplishes in par with the set standards that needs recognition as identification and the perks and
rewards to the government officials are not in line to the efforts they put forth and the volume of work
they do that they are to corruption and many time it happens by force to remain in service amidst all
others. This scenario gets corrected in the passive living where one can get good salary for the work
done and there is no need for cooperation with others for he can do his job online. This also provides
one to work from home where the flexibility makes his self improvement, sharing and his contribution
to the best. When the advantage of virtual space is included in the governance, there can be absolutely
relaxed living with best of output as efficacy. The work hours can be reduced to five hours a day and to
the flexibility of individuals and they can work from home and avail holidays to their design that the
government can practice secularism and upgrade the common civic. The fuel consumption gets reduced
and there can be a considerable saving of government funds by all means if e governance is
implemented. This passive living gives solitude to every individual and by not forming groups and hence
support to move aggressive, the social environment will be with mindful responsibility and contribution
to all to establish amity. The solitude gives them way to improve skillfully that the overall global human
development can be to the best with conviction. Passive living is essential at this point of time to grow
globally from where we are with our family that the education is for individual and there can be
progressive growth in all dimensions for the input is regulated from different sectors of the society
under the mentoring of connected people. Passive living is healthy by all means. It saves physical efforts
and nourishes personal growth. It helps in several different ways to resources conservation and there is
absolute use to the purpose that the wastes will not accumulate. Passive living gives ample of
opportunities to all that there can be interdisciplinary studies, practices and there can be second curve
of job even, at any point of time. By offering the virtual mode to public, both for personal and
professional accomplishments, the sustainability concepts which are failed for active living and hence
survival can be to progressive principles facilitated by passive living and hence the living of all to their
best. Passive living makes education for all happen by upgrading the entire family from where they are,
it makes the poor and homeless come up with due recognition of skills, it makes all find their places
where they can live comfortably and there can be regulations that make the people involved and hence
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convinced. If passive living is promoted, people will not come to streets for demonstrations and
protests. The individual living must be instilled with human rights to move up and it is a must to upgrade
the right to express and think as fundamental human rights which will not affect the freedom of others
and contribute them always.

Conclusion
What we practice now for the rapid world offering limited growth
pattern with restrictive contribution is corporeal and is totally illusions.
Most of the people are set to average expected standards that can
perform more and for their efficacy limited and wishes more pronounced
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for a better life style, they all set to inflated living patterns that the entire human development is
inflated than the original. This living pattern is corporeal for the efforts that could give them better life
style all are sucked for basic needs as food, shelter, cloths, communication, education and
transportation. This corporeal living makes them less comfortable and evacuated that life becomes mere
survival and that leads to unhealthy situations. The real status if given out deserves no value and
deprives support for those who wish to come up without proper base that they ever wish to remain
inflated. This is not healthy because the inflation is illusion and all lie will finally lead to truth. Thus the
actual growth lies in enhancement from where one is which is individual specific and prone to mistakes
that a system is true to progression if it admits mistakes and shows interests to move further on.
The economic crisis is escalating day by day for the greed of the stake holders to accumulate
money to become number one and for which even the heads of the governments go aggressive to
unethical business agreements. The government cannot be corporeal and a corporate too. It cannot
execute government as a corporate office aiming to produce profit. It is committed to upgrade the gross
domestic produce of an individual which is not the cumulative profit divided by the population that
hides the contribution of every individual to the nation. It is actually the gross domestic product value,
which decides the spending capacity of an individual is aimed practically by the governance for which
there is sucking business strategies and squeezing industrial activities that the core of public is to hard
work earning much less for their efforts and give them all to adversity to get established as successful.
This attitude to the core is misleading just opposite to the purpose of governance for an efficient man
loses all his expertise in fighting to find a place for him. The gross domestic produce is to the skill and
efficacy of every individual that gets promoted by due recognition and appreciation that can happen
only in passive living. Only when every individual is given due space, to find what he could achieve of his
own and what he is to practice to enhance his skills, he becomes mindful in living. When the United
Nations is to reformation, and that has descended the essence to all nations and states to the core of
every individual, it becomes essential to offer the social platform move to passive living for which the
virtual space must be made available to all at a nominal rates.
The sustainability concepts for restrictions in every aspect made people regressive and go
mindless that to make them contributing they must be relaxed to their self and then progressed from
where they are. They must be given due space to refresh and reform in their own way by assuring their
basic dignity and rewards with their own desire to offer their best. Nothing new is expected, all that is
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existing must be to lime light to place democracy in lieu of anarchy for the domination of politicians.
Passive living makes the whole world glow. The progressive principles are with conviction. The written
communication makes not just the judgment or the request but details the impact that there can be
absolute cooperation by all. The sharing makes all to resourceful living and the same establishes one of
his expertise that there cannot be competitions and comparisons. All deserve their due place and there
can be effective transformations ever that the evolution goes close to the nature. For this is ecologically
connecting the human reserves to natural resources, the serenity will not be disturbed but progressed
ever from where it is. The past scenario is gone; measures to sustain the same are illusion and can never
happen. When advanced with progressive principles and understanding, the status of environment
improves always in every way and that may eventually cross the lost scenario and move much ahead as
best.
Sensual living is a way of passive living which is close to real life situations. The real life
situations can be to the original potential reserve one has and that cannot be
misused or spoiled by others that he can take break when he feels squeezed,
he can give out his maximum when he feels full of energy and can remain to
the rhythm of his mind that he will be always constructive. This needs
transcendence and the art of living tuned to one’s self that has nothing to get
deprived with the intervention of others. It is absolutely on senses which
cannot have records but appreciation all through. This is actually a true life
scenario which has no decline at all, there will always be assured growth for the reach is unlimited.
Emotions deserve due place in this living which thus makes one mindful. Emotions are to be given out
and they bring in amity for conviction. They cannot be aggressive and forceful for the purpose is to
establish the truth and not to take revenge on the perpetrator. There can be plans and ideas to the
efforts of individual that should find place for rewards and awards. They make one live longer for he has
no constraints at all for he gets a living from where he is. This will happen when the government moves
up from being a control authority to an agency authenticated for facilitating comfortable living. It
happens all in counseling and sharing that matters much. It is not in simply do what I say attitude that
the conviction on sharing brings inclusion that progresses all involved.
In order to make the life purposeful and contributing to others it is very much essential to
upgrade people from where they are to better life styles that needs inclusion to tune their conscience of
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reasoning and the conviction make them give out their best skillfully. Patience and perseverance is
needed for the changes to happen, for moving up from an existing scenario cannot happen overnight.
Assurance from the society and government to recognition of a human being basically have the right to
live and upgrade them providing an environment comfortable to enhance their skills needs flexibility
and design of environment to their best. Hence rules must be individual specific and must assure dignity
of every individual. To assure individual dignity, their responsibility as an individual becomes essential
that the rules to facilitate a common living as society formed by individuals are to be individual specific.
It is an amazing fact to note the rules formed much earlier as human rights declaration and the
constitution of every country are towards citizen centric governance and remain flexible to nourish
positive, contributing skills that they grow and get instilled in others too.
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